
The Devil-wood: Escape Mystery
The Devil-wood: Escape Mystery, an
eerie free to play puzzle-solving
adventure game has launched on Ios
and Google Play Store in Jan, 2017.

RAWALPINDI, PUNJAB, PAKISTAN,
February 1, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
For Immediate Release

Windmill Games Studio is pleased to
announce The Devil-wood: Escape
Mystery, an eerie free to play puzzle-
solving adventure game has launched on
Google Play Store in Jan, 2017.

The game is all about the king dwarf
ancient crown, hidden in the dungeons
and finding of the missing girl named
(Beatrice Olson) beloved of detective
named (Linwood). She went for a quest
to find out that ancient crown in the Devil-
wood Jungle but couldn't come back.
There are black powers there in the
jungle because of this crown and there is
a wizard also to prevent those powers and their curse spreading all over the jungle. But he can't finish
those black powers forever. The wizard also knows that how to achieve that crown but being a wizard,
he can't achieve the crown by himself. So, Olson went to find out that crown but have missing
somewhere in the jungle. 
So Now, detective(Linwood) went to this mysterious journey to unfold the mystery behind the missing
of Olson. He has to face different challenges like, adventures, puzzles, riddles and sometime hidden
objects. And If we say, the game has the quality of  all casual genres in one place, then it wouldn't be
wrong. The user of any casual category may enjoy this game fully.
The player takes the role of that detective. He or she will have to find all the clues that lead to the
missing Olson as well as to the crown. Reaching to the Olson house is the first thing to do.

About Windmill Games Studio:
Established in 2010. Windmill Games is an independent game development company for mobile
devices. It released its first game named "Mystery Of Mirror Of Death Ep-1" in 2013 as Ugly Games.
Ugly Games changed its name to Windmill Games in 2016. 

Website: http://windmillgame.com/index.php?view=Products&ProductID=18

Released on:
Platforms: Android, IOS

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://windmillgame.com/index.php?view=Products&amp;ProductID=18


Free to play: On Android
Paid : On IOS

Apple Store Promo Codes:

PNAHLR6YXWP4
P6479N3PK4K7
TPJX9FYFEFJT
9WY4WPKKAN6A
JER9TH3P6L69                   
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